Tennis Match Results
Arkansas vs LSU
March 25, 2016 at Baton Rouge, La.
(LSU Tennis Complex)

No. 15 LSU 5, No. 26 Arkansas 2

Singles Competition
1. No. 88 Yuliya Lysa (ARK) def. No. 19 Joana Vale Costa (LSU) 7-5, 6-4
2. No. 48 Jessica Golovin (LSU) def. No. 83 Ana Oparenovic (ARK) 7-5, 4-6, 6-2
3. Ryann Foster (LSU) def. Shannon Hudson (ARK) 6-1, 6-2
4. Skylar Kuykendall (LSU) def. Makenzie Craft (ARK) 6-3, 0-6, 6-3
5. Abigail Owens (LSU) def. Agne Cepelyte (ARK) 6-0, 6-1
6. Mia Jurasic (ARK) def. Ella Taylor (LSU) 6-3, 7-6 (0)

Doubles Competition
1. Joana Vale Costa/Jessica Golovin (LSU) def. Yuliya Lysa/Shannon Hudson (ARK) 6-1
2. Abigail Owens/Ryann Foster (LSU) vs. Flavia Araujo/Makenzie Craft (ARK) 6-6, unfinished
3. Skylar Holloway/Skylar Kuykendall (LSU) def. Mia Jurasic/Ana Oparenovic (ARK) 7-6 (4)

Match Notes:
Arkansas 14-7, 3-3 SEC; National ranking No. 26
LSU 15-6, 4-3 SEC; National ranking No. 15

Order of finish: Doubles (1,3); Singles (5,3,4,1,2,6)